INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVE: The Michigan Urological Surgery Improvement Collaborative (MUSIC) is a quality improvement program focused on improving the care of men with prostate cancer (CaP). Data collected from MUSIC to support quality improvement initiatives has helped shaped the CaP landscape in the state of Michigan. We aim to describe the evolving trends in the diagnosis and management of CaP within the collaborative.

METHODS: MUSIC is a state-wide clinical consortium comprised of 45 diverse urology practices. The consortium maintains a prospective registry of men with CaP including patient demographic characteristics, disease severity, and treatment choice. Descriptive analytics were used to describe trends from 2012 to 2019.

RESULTS: There are 33,000 prostate cancer patients in the registry among 45 practices. Median age and PSA at diagnosis increased from 2012 to 2019 (64 vs. 66) and (5.4 ng/ml vs. 6.6 ng/ml), respectively. We observed an increase in the positive biopsy rate, increasing from 58% in 2012 to 64% in 2018, and 61% in 2019. The proportion of GG1 diagnosed decreased from 34.4% to 27.4%, while ≥GG2 saw corresponding increase. Perhaps the most significant finding within the collaborative was the change in NCCN low risk CaP where surveillance increased from 46.6% to 89.2%. We also observed a decline in definitive treatment in the low risk patients, decreasing from 46.6% to 9.8%. A similar trend was found in intermediate risk CaP (Figures 1 and 2). The rate of metastatic disease at diagnosis remained unchanged (4.9 vs 4.7%).

CONCLUSIONS: The diagnosis of ≥GG2 CaP has increased likely reflecting changes in screening and biopsy practice patterns. The utilization of active surveillance in MUSIC has increased to 89% as of 2019 representing one of the highest rates of AS for low risk CaP in the nation. Changes in practice likely reflect evolving guideline recommendations, novel biomarkers and imaging that improve CaP risk stratification, and considerable physician-directed quality improvement activities within MUSIC.
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